Electronic test evaluation system for driving license is very useful now a days, as there is increase in the human intervention in the system. This system make the driving license procedure transparent to human being. The proposed technological solution is advancement towards the automation of system and improves the driving test accuracy. As a contribution to society this system reduces the number of road accidents occurs due to untrained drivers.
INTRODUCTION
In the present system the candidates who have applied for driving license have to go through theory and practical exam. The theory examtest the candidate knowledge on different traffic signs, traffic regulation. Different ways are use to conduct of theory exam like, orals, question paper or computer based exam. The pass candidate in theory exam allowed for practical exam.
The survey conducted by International Finance Corporation shows that most of the accidents on road are cause due to improper knowledge of how to drive the vehicle. The system which were used now a days having certain limitations. This systems is manually operated system. As there are interference of human being, it will make the system corrupted. The middle agent take large amount of fees for licence and because of this those candidate who will not perform the test also got the licence. This situation causes the untrained licence holders.
As it will generate the untrained holders which results in the driving test quality degradation. To avoid all these problems which will degrade the system performance an electronic system used. This electronic system eliminate the middle agents who gives the licence to untrained persons. For eliminating all these an Electronic RTO Test Evaluation System should be develop. This proposed system give the licence to only trained persons. The overall ability of candidate required to drive the vehicle will be tested. The results produced are transparent and cost effective. This system consist of a Arm LPC2148 procrssor which use as a control unit. This unit control the communication between the software interface and the sensor data. When any one of the sensor pairs makes a high to low transition, it enable the on vehicle speed measurment unit. This unit is enable only when the vehicle inside the track and when vehicle is outside the track it is disabled.If any sensor pair make high to low transition, indicate that candidate is fail. If both the condition satisfy by the candidate then result is pass.
HARDWARE
The proposed system consist of ARM processor, zigbee based wireless communication and IR sensor pairs.
Arm Processor
The LPC2148 is used as controlling unit for the system.It used to communicate the sensor data with GUI based system. The drive on the track is said to be complete only when the test candidate takes all the correct paths. The IR sensor on track are used as pairs where each pair consists of a transmitter and a receiver. The 12 sensor pair used are used, some of these pairs used for detecting the crossing of line and some used for speed measurement. These sensors are interfaced to GUI based Test Monitoring system. The function of the other sensor is to enable or disable of zero rpm measurement system.
Zigbee
At present, wireless communication technology has been used widely. It satisfy the need of low power dissipation and low speed among wireless communication devices. It uses the wireless mesh network. It support more than 64,000 devices on a single network. Zigbee connects the long range device in a single network.
RPM Measurment
RPM measurement is the speed measurement system. It is the sensor used to measure the speed of the vehicle which is inside the test track.If the vehicle is not on the track speed sensor can not measure the speed of the vehicle.
SOFTWARE
The visual basic 6 software is used for creating the GUI for application form. This GUI require basic information about the candidate like name, address, contact number, date of birth. 
CONCLUSION
The methods used now a day for driving license test are manual. The proposed system gives solution to this problem. As the system developed is automated it avoids the manual interference. This system causes trained users into the system. As untrained users cause the accidents this system overcomes this entire drawback. It also raises the level of transparency.
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